
             NSTA Regional Conference, Baltimore – Polar-ICE session 

 http://polar-ice.org/  
Polar-ICE is made possible by the support of the National Science Foundation Grant# PLR-1525635. 

 
8:00 – 9:00am, Holiday 4 
Saturday, October 7, 2017 
 
Polar-ICE is providing opportunities to expand teaching and learning innovations in middle and high 
school classrooms as well as enhance science communication. Funded by the National Science 
Foundation, Polar-ICE is connecting Polar scientists with educators and students through the use of data 
generated through cutting edge polar science research. 
 
The objective of the Polar-ICE project is to engage students in understanding how Polar Regions 
influence our lives while improving their understanding of how scientists work and understand a 
changing climate system. 
 
Presenters: 
Nicole Trenholm, Ocean Research Project 
Liesl Hotaling, Eidos Education 
Kathy Couchon, Narragansett High School 
 
Additional activities for your classroom: 
Lesson 1: Ocean Convergence: Let’s Get Together 
(http://coseenow.net/converge/classroom-program/in-class-lessons/#oceanconv)  
 
Lesson 2: Penguins Foraging: Where and Why? 
(http://coseenow.net/converge/classroom-program/in-class-lessons/#penforaging)  
 
Lesson 3: Ocean Robots & Data: What? How? Why? (http://coseenow.net/converge/classroom-
program/in-class-lessons/#oceanrobot)  
 
Lesson 4: Investigating Why Penguins Forage There: Piloting Gliders 
(http://coseenow.net/converge/classroom-program/in-class-lessons/#pilotglider)  
 
 
Additional resources for your classroom: 
Polar-ICE Data Story: What drives patterns in ocean change? 
(http://polar-ice.org/focus-areas/polar-data-stories/what-drives-patterns-in-ocean-change/)  

The ocean varies immensely over space and time. But how can we understand what drives the 
patterns in the differences of the ocean over space and time? How might the differences 
influence what kind of animals lives where? 

 
Palmer Station Antarctica LTER: Learning from a time series 
(http://pal.lternet.edu/sites/default/files/files/Palmer%20LTER%20Final%20Time%20Series%202013_0.
pdf)  

Expand your Perception of Data! Review techniques useful to scientists as they analyze series of 
data that represent consecutive measurements taken at equal space/time intervals. 
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Palmer Station Antarctica LTER: Now you Sea Ice, Now you Don’t 
(http://pal.lternet.edu/sites/default/files/files/Now%20you%20Sea%20Ice%20Now%20you%20Don%27
t%20Low%20RES%20version.pdf)  

Adapted from a lesson called: Climate Change from Pole to Pole, this lesson is intended for high 
school science students. The Western Antarctic Peninsula is a region experiencing rapid regional 
climate change. Students explore the topic using an interdisciplinary approach working 
cooperatively in groups investigating the biotic and abiotic components influencing the 
ecosystem dynamics. Students become specialists who gather evidence, graph data and have to 
formulate scientific explanations for their findings. 

 
The Lost Seal of Antarctica 

Created by teachers (Mary Ann Decker, Brenda Talbert), this lesson provides students with the 
opportunity to explore the differences in climate and ecosystems within Antarctica and between 
Antarctica and their local area. Students will locate and graph data to compare average 
temperatures, radiation and snowfall. Students will also demonstrate their knowledge of 
ecosystems of Antarctica by labeling a map. Lesson Plan (https://www.mbari.org/wp-
content/uploads/2016/01/lost-seal.docx)  

 
Association of Polar Early Career Scientists (APECS, www.apecs.is) 
Polar Film Fest 

In celebration of Polar Week 2016, the US Association of Polar Early Career Scientists (USAPECS) 
is announcing the Polar Film Fest! This is a virtual film festival – everything is online and you can 
watch the films whenever and wherever you want. 
 
USAPECS assembled a set of short films (and some longer ones) for each of four themes. Each 
night, scientists with relevant expertise will watch the films and be available to answer 
questions on Twitter using #PolarFilmFest. Please help us spread the word – and then enjoy 
some movies and join the conversation! 

 
Project Polar Bear 

Project Polar Bear is an international competition for middle and high school student groups 
taking action to fight climate change. Teams compete by creating a plan for a project that will 
help reduce reliance on fossil fuels and engage their communities. This can be a new project or a 
proposal to continue an existing project. Students and advisors track their progress during the 
competition through photos, research, and on social media. The top three high-scoring teams 
receive a grant of $1000, $750, and $300, respectively. For more information 
visit: www.polarbearsinternational.org. Contact projectpolarbear@pbears.org for more 
information! 
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